
Illegal encampments

The Government  has announced it is conducting a review of criminalising
unauthorised encampments, setting this out on  the DHLG website.

There have been a number of illegal encampments in Wokingham and West
Berkshire in the last week.  I and my office have been working closely with
the police, residents and councils so that these illegal encampments are
removed  as quickly as possible. The police have powers where there is
criminal activity involved. Where the Council owns the land they have  direct
rights as landowner to seek the removal of  trespassers. The police have made
contact with residents in one case where there are particular concerns, and
are engaged in the problem.

Current powers include Section 61 of the Criminal Justice and Public Order
Act:

“61 Power to remove trespassers on land.

(1)If the senior police officer present at the scene reasonably believes that
two or more persons are trespassing on land and are present there with the
common purpose of residing there for any period, that reasonable steps have
been taken by or on behalf of the occupier to ask them to leave and—

(a)that any of those persons has caused damage to the land or to property on
the land or used threatening, abusive or insulting words or behaviour towards
the occupier, a member of his family or an employee or agent of his, or

(b)that those persons have between them six or more vehicles on the land,

he may direct those persons, or any of them, to leave the land and to remove
any vehicles or other property they have with them on the land.

(2)Where the persons in question are reasonably believed by the senior police
officer to be persons who were not originally trespassers but have become
trespassers on the land, the officer must reasonably believe that the other
conditions specified in subsection (1) are satisfied after those persons
became trespassers before he can exercise the power conferred by that
subsection.

(3)A direction under subsection (1) above, if not communicated to the persons
referred to in subsection (1) by the police officer giving the direction, may
be communicated to them by any constable at the scene.

(4)If a person knowing that a direction under subsection (1) above has been
given which applies to him—

(a)fails to leave the land as soon as reasonably practicable, or

(b)having left again enters the land as a trespasser within the period of
three months beginning with the day on which the direction was given,
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he commits an offence and is liable on summary conviction to imprisonment for
a term not exceeding three months or a fine not exceeding level 4 on the
standard scale, or both.”

 

I am also in touch with the Secretary of State at the Department of Housing,
Communities and Local Government to press the Government to get on with their
review , examining what  has been done in the Republic of Ireland in their
criminal law. Here in England there are civil law remedies for landowners.

Don’t let them eat meat?

The UN report into land use and climate change makes interesting reading.
According to the media it is about persuading more people to eat less meat,
though they concede it fell short of requiring everyone to become vegans or
vegetarians. It claims that the global surface temperature has risen by 0.87
degrees C comparing 2015 with the flat temperature average of 1850-1900, the
so called pre industrial period. No-one told the Victorians to remain pre
industrial. It argues that further rises in temperature could be damaging. It
points out that in recent years there has been more greening  than  browning
of the planet overall, though some areas have been dried to the point of 
becoming deserts whilst more  places have become  greener and more
productive. It rightly states the importance of water and soil management to
wellbeing and food production.

The detailed summary for policy makers is wide ranging and suggests various
ways to lower the warming gases output of agriculture. It tells us food 
production accounts for 23% of the greenhouse gases released by human
intervention. Most importantly it reads as a plea to limit population growth.
It sets out how the 150% growth in  population from 1961 to 2017 is the
single biggest cause of more agricultural emissions. It also points to the
80% increase in obesity as a strain on the system  and argues that livestock
account for half of the CO2 from agriculture. It asserts that there are 2bn
overweight or obese adults worldwide.

The Report highlights the way that around 30% of food output goes to waste,
and states that if this could be brought down it could make as useful a
contribution to controlling gases as change of diet might make. It also urges
more forests, and the retention of the forests we already enjoy, as good
carbon sinks.

It sketches various scenarios for the future. The best is one where the
population is stabilised at around 9bn, gets richer and better at managing
soils, farming and diets. The worst is where the world population continues
climbing to 13bn  with continuing wide contrasts between rich and poor, some
persistent poor diets and very varied farming including methods destructive
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of the environment.

It would be good if this Report triggered a proper debate about population
growth, soil and water management as its authors probably wish. Instead the
issue of should we eat meat is more eye  catching and invites heated debate
in the countries rich enough for meat eating to be a regular option.

Maiden Erleigh Post Office

I have received the e-mail below from the Post Office regarding the closure
of McColl’s who currently run the service there. The store will close in
December 2019 and the Post Office is looking for an alternative operator.

Dear Mr Redwood

I’m contacting you to provide you with an update on Maiden Erleigh Post
Office.

We have been advised that McColls, who operate the store and Post Office in
Maiden Erleigh, will be closing their store in December 2019 which means that
the Post Office in the store can no longer operate from there. I want to
reassure you that we are currently looking for an alternative operator to
provide a service and will share an update when we have a confirmed proposal.

We are also advertising the opportunity to run a Post office in the local
area on our website. If you are aware of any retail businesses in the area
who may be interested in running a branch please do pass on this link and
encourage them to apply:
https://runapostoffice.co.uk/home/result/show/maiden-erleigh-post-office-read
ing-rg6-7nz

If you have any further questions then please don’t hesitate to contact me,

Kind regards,

Laura

Laura Tarling
External Affairs Manager

Project Fear now masquerades as a
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discussion of “No Deal Brexit”

The BBC were in overdrive yesterday peddling the same old arguments that if
we just leave the EU they  will not be able or willing to sell us all their
exports. No critical questions to the usual suspects stating all this about
how we manage to import so much from non EU sources today, or why would Dover
and Calais wish to mess up their ports and their businesses by delay?

We go over and over the same absurd Remain arguments that we faced in the
referendum campaign. I decided I had to divert today from my plan to carry on
with the positives, by reminding myself just how wrong the Treasury and
Remain were in the referendum with all their bogus forecasts. I spent much of
my campaign refuting their forecasts of falling GHDP , falling house prices,
falling share prices and rising unemployment. My replies on their argument
that sterling would fall was “Sterling once we are out of the EU will
continue to rise and fall as it has done all the time we have been in the EU.
It has been very volatile”. That is exactly what has happened with for
example a fall off against the dollar immediately after the vote, a rise back
to the levels at the time of the vote, followed more recently by another
decline. The strength of the dollar, UK money policy and other issues still
affect this rate as before.

The main  short term forecasts the Treasury made were specifically for the
first couple of years or so after the vote. They said in their detailed
published document on the short term outlook for   after a Leave  vote (not
after exit)

1. There would be a recession, with unemployment rising by 500,000, or by as
much as 800,000 in the worst case. The Unemployment rate would rise from  the
then rate of 4.9% to 6.5% or even to 7.3%.

Outturn   Employment grew substantially, with the unemployment rate falling
from 4.9% to 3.8%, a fall of 22%. There was no recession.

2. House prices would fall by 10%, with a worst case possible fall of 18%

Outturn House prices continued to rise for the UK as a whole, at a modest
rate, despite the hikes in Stamp duty, restriction on mortgages and tax rises
for Buy to let.

3. The “return investors would demand for holding longer term UK government
debt or the term premium would rise by between 40bp and 100bp” driving up
borrowing rates generally.

Outturn  The 10 year cost of government borrowing has fallen from 1.09% to
0.52%, a halving of the overall rate of interest on such debt.

4. Shares would fall. Whilst no forecasts of the extent were in the document,
Remain claimed the UK share market would fall after the vote, and then
modified this to saying domestically oriented shares would fall.
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Outturn The All Share Index is up 17% since the referendum. The FTSE250,
which excludes the 100 largest companies which predominantly earn profits
abroad, is up by slightly more than 17%.

So we now know all but the Treasury’s sterling  forecast was wrong by large
margins. Why doesn’t the mainstream media revisit this and ask those
responsible why they got it so wrong? Why should we believe their tales of
gloom going forwards, when they made such a hash of these crucial referendum
influencing forecasts?

EU agrees to buy more US beef

The EU has signed an Agreement with the USA to increase the amount of tariff
free US  beef imported  into the EU from $150 m to $420 million a year.

I haven’t seen this much reported on this side of the Atlantic.

Mr Trump said “This is a tremendous victory for American farmers, ranchers
and of course for European consumers because US beef is considered the best
in  the world”

That’s not what I hear from Remain media in the UK. Perhaps Remain supporters
might like to explain.
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